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The Waratahs 
Need Your Help! 
Every year visitors throng to the Robertson 
Heritage Railway Station precinct to enjoy the 
spectacular waratah display in the gardens.   

The gardens at the Heritage Railway Station at 
Robertson have been maintained by volunteers 
for many years.  This collection of waratahs is as 
good or better than any others in this state. 

The time has come when those 
maintaining the gardens are having 
difficulty with this work due to them 
getting older and needing to spend 
more time looking after their own 
properties. Over the years it has 
basically been a small group from 
the Heritage Railway who have 
looked after the gardens with the 
assistance of some  members of the 
Garden Club from time to time.   

These gardens have been sought 
after by visitors to the Robertson 
Open Gardens weekend and have 
added to the overall success of the 
open gardens event.   

This is a call out to any member of 
the community who would be able to 
give some time to assist in 
maintaining the gardens.   

If you would like to put your hand up, please contact 
Ian Wallace on 0412 696 381.  He would love to 
hear from you.  

These gardens are important to the village and need 
to be maintained for future generations to enjoy. 

 

ISSN  2652-1482  (Online) 

ISSN  2652-1474  (Print) 

One of the stunning waratah blooms to be admired in the Railway Station 

gardens in October. Picture supplied 
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Contribution Guidelines 

The submission deadline for the August 2020 edition is July 15 2020. 

Please submit all articles and event notices to editor@robertsonctc.org.au.   

All submissions, advertising  and  payments must be received by this date to ensure 

inclusion. Any material received after this date will be held over the for next issue. 

Submissions may be modified at the editor’s discretion.  

Disclaimer: This newsletter is an independent publication under the auspices of the 

Robertson CTC. The ideas presented are not necessarily those of the editors or the 

Robertson CTC. Statements and opinions presented in the publication are made in 

good faith and the editor and CTC@Robertson do not take any responsibility for 

those statements and opinions, any inferences drawn from them or actions and 

charges that may result from them. The editor reserves the right to not print any item 

that is defamatory to any person or organisation or that is anonymously sent.   

All of the production and distribution of the Robertson News is done by volunteers.  

CTC@Robertson is managed by the Robertson Shed Inc. PO Box 3069, Robertson 

NSW 2577. Ph: 02 4885 2665 info@robertsonctc.org.au 

Advertise in Robertson News 
 

Advertising Rates (per bi-monthly edition)

Front page banner190 x 60mm $200 

Back page banner 190 x 60mm $165 

Inside page banner 190 x 60mm $130 

Inside page small ad 90 x 60mm $65 

Full page (4 x banner price) and half page ads (2 x 

banner price) also available. 

Discounts for multiple prepaid bookings. 

All advertising enquiries to  

advertising@robertsonctc.org.au 

Further details at  

www.robertson.nsw.au/advertise-with-us.html 

 

Update from the 
Robertson 
Business Chamber 
By Tim Hewitt, President 
 

The Robertson Business Chamber has been 
keeping busy despite pandemic restrictions limiting 
gatherings. Our members, the local businesses in 
Robertson, have been batting on in various ways 
over the last couple of months with many adapting 
to new ways of servicing their customers. Most of 
our food outlets are offering take away, with the 
Pub, Moonacres, Lucinda's, The Urban Food Tribe 
and Cheese Factory all open to some degree. The 
good folk of Robertson are very grateful for these 
vendors keeping their doors open as best they can.  

Others are taking the opportunity to renovate and 
we look forward to seeing what Pizzas in the Mist, 
the Cheese Factory and the Pub will reveal when 
life gets 'back to normal'. 

You may be aware that the exhibition period for the 
Councils Draft Housing Strategy and Local Strategic 
Planning Statement has now closed. The Chamber 
was pleased to work with the Robertson Aged 
Friendly/Futures group in distributing a flyer with 
ideas about the importance of housing in Robertson, 
and how that affects the social and economic future 
of any town. The Chamber then made a submission 
to the Council, as did many local residents and 
businesses. Council’s response to these strategies 
and ideas will set the future path for the whole 
Shire, and we hope that Robertson will be given its 
fair share (or just a bit more) in Council 
deliberations. I daresay the last has not been heard 
of this process and there will be further opportunities 
to influence Council thinking. 

 

Over the next few months, as we start chopping 
wood and settling in to winter, we are all looking 
forward to our lives returning to something like we 
used to know. There are promising signs that 
visitors have Robertson back on their bucket list 
with the last few weekends being very busy in town. 

Best to All, 
Tim Hewitt for The Robertson Business Chamber 

Welcome sign more 
welcoming again 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

At the Friendly Grocer (Robertson Supermarket), 
money is raised for community projects through the 
sale of used potato sacks.  A number of 
organisations have benefitted from this initiative.  
Recently money was donated to the Robertson 
Men’s Shed to undertake much needed repairs on 
the welcome sign at the eastern edge of the village.  
Dave Johnston from Johno Signs did the sign 
writing, whilst  the Men’s Shed purchased the new 
board, a piece of blackbutt, painted it and removed 
the old sign and fixed the new one.   Great 
community spirit shown by all concerned! 

mailto:editor@robertsonctc.org.au?subject=Robertson%20News
mailto:info@robertsonctc.org.au?subject=Robertson%20News
mailto:info@robertsonctc.org.au?subject=Advertising%20in%20Robertson%20News
http://www.robertson.nsw.au/advertise-with-us.html
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New Exhibition 
Awaken curated by 
Lily Cummins 
opening soon at The 
SHAC 
The SHAC, Southern Highlands Artisans Collective, 
is proud to announce Awaken, a new exhibition 
opening on Friday June 5 and running until Monday 
July 13. 

The exhibition features work by the resident artists 
of The SHAC and is being curated by its youngest 
painter, Lily Cummins.  Lily’s vision to bring this 
exhibition together was born from the desire to 
represent a way in which our world may emerge and 
evolve out of this pandemic, as well as what this 
period of isolation has meant to artists.  

“Art jolts us out of a fuzzy haze back into a crisp, 
clear, alert wakefulness,” says Lily. “It cuts through 
boredom and makes life rich and interesting again. It 
makes us pay attention rather than being distracted 
and it transmutes the familiar into the mysterious. 

When you wake up and actually see the world 
instead of just looking at it with the blindness of 
inattention, colours are brighter, lines are sharper, 
images are clearer. Art makes us see again with 
new and innocent eyes.” 

The exhibition at The SHAC will be open Friday to 
Monday 10am-4pm. On-line, the exhibition will be 
visible through The SHAC website and social media 
channels.  

Pencil in the Date for 
Robertson Open 
Gardens 
By Marion Tyree, President, Robertson Garden Club 
 

What great news that we are now able to go out 
more, however we must all be careful and maintain 
social distancing.  Unfortunately we are not sure 
when the Garden Club will be able to start having 
our monthly meetings again. It may be a few more 
months before we can, but as soon as the amount 
of people allowed at meetings rises we will let you 
know. We would be very happy to welcome new 
members to our meetings where we have guest 
speakers and afternoon tea.  It is a great place to 
meet new people who love gardening.    
 
We will be making a decision about holding 
Robertson Open Gardens towards the end of June 
when we know whether gatherings are allowed in 
October. We are looking forward to opening the 
gardens as it will be a much needed cheer up to our 
village after the social distancing and lock down. 
 
At this stage the date is still 10th and 11th 
October.  If all goes ahead the Garden Club will 
need plenty of helpers to sit at the gates and put out 
the signs. Please ring me on 0401425 565 or Karen 
on 0403 044 828 if you can help in any way.  

Alterations in Memory, Lily Cummins—www.theshac.com.au/

awaken 

https://www.theshac.com.au/awaken
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The History of 
Robertson School of 
Arts (Part 2) 
By Quentin Waters 

The December 2019 edition of the Robertson News 
included part 1 of this history.  It could not be 
included in full in that edition but we are pleased 
to be able to include the final episode now. 

The previous story ended in the late 1970s with the 
ominous words The School of Arts was facing its 
imminent demise…… 

The town rose to the challenge once again, and two 
women with a vision for its restoration began a 
fundraising drive. Their first fundraising event was a 
Gang Show lead by the Guides. The “Cherry Blossom 
Ball” was held for a number of years and a junior 
committee ran discos and assisted the main 
committee with younger views. Eventually in March 
1980 J.C. Mauger, Hope Waters, and Mrs E.L. 
McBarron called a meeting to begin the hall’s revival. 
The new restoration committee of J.C. Mauger 
president, Hope Waters treasurer, Joan Compagnoni 
secretary, and members Mrs Potter, Dorothy Nugent’s, 
Edna McGuiness and later Bob Ford and Edna Casey 
then set about the task at hand. The newly formed 
Lion’s Club made the hall their project for the year. 

They replaced the facia and guttering on the building 
before repainting inside in January 1981. The Wood 
brothers replaced the roof, while Bob Harris replaced 
the windows, and Dorothy Hall donated the seating 
around the hall. The kitchen was rebuilt and, the old 
floor was pulled up and the ground dug out in 1992 to 
install a new sprung floor. To comply with modern 
safety standards the doors where altered to swing 
outwards in case of emergency in 1993. On 26 June 
1990 The Committee became incorporated, and to 
help pay for the hall’s maintenance the markets, held 
on the second Sunday of the month, were established 
that year. Having been painted stark white for most of 
its history, the exterior of the hall was repainted in 
more pleasing heritage colours by the Lion’s Club, and 
around this time in the 90s rebuilding the toilets was 
brought up, but this was postponed for lack of funds. It 

wouldn’t be until 2015 before the ball was 
finally set rolling on this project. The 
Committee raised $50,000 to contribute 
towards the new amenities block, while 
the NSW Government granted another 
$217,672 to assist with the construction 
completed in November 2017, 15 years 
after it was first raised. But the Committee 
didn’t stop there. The interior was 
repainted, and this past year they’ve built 
an attractive front fence, re-laid the 
concrete paving, and replaced the stage 
roof, before lifting the building’s presence 
with a fresh coat of paint outside. On the 
horizon refurbishments to the stage are 
hoped for, but unlike other halls across 

the district now in the hands of Council, the Robertson 
School of Arts is owned and maintained by the people 
of Robertson. It is only through the time and effort of a 
small band of volunteers that this institution, like so 
many others in our community, continues serve us. 
Whether it be through two of its longest standing 
relationships –providing a venue for school gatherings 
and presentations, and commemorating the sacrifice 
of our servicemen on the front line – or many other 
varied civic proceedings, the School of Arts remains 
an invaluable asset to our community more than a 
century on, and 80 years now since the present 
building was constructed. 

Hoddle Street with School of Arts.  Photo supplied. 
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Vale John Richard 
Charlton (Woody)
Woodman  
23 March 1947- 4 May 2020 
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It was with great sadness that the news was 

received of the sudden passing of Woody, one of 

the very special members of the Robertson 

community, who with his wife Kerstin, has been 

responsible for rescuing and nursing injured and 

orphaned wildlife.   There is much more to the story 

of Woody.   Excerpts from a tribute to Woody from 

the Australian Association of Retired Airline Pilots 

(AARAP) and from Kerstin’s eulogy are presented 

below with permission, respect and sympathy. 

“One of the great characters of Qantas passed 

away yesterday. Richard Woodman retired from 

Qantas in January 2012 but the stories of ‘Woody’ 

still abound. Richard joined Qantas in about April 

1966 on No. 2 Cadet Course. After graduation he 

spent his GA secondment in Western Australia and 

was also called up for National Service. He spent 

his National Service at Holsworthy Army Base 

outside Sydney and was very ‘adept’ at running the 

bar in the sergeant’s mess.  

In Qantas he flew the B707, Classic B747, B767 

and B744, retiring as a Captain on the B744 in 

January 2012. He was a training captain on the 

B767.  He was generous of spirit, as many now 

senior pilots remember him for his good-natured 

support and mentoring when they were junior. 

 

Woody is survived by his wife Kerstin, sons 

Matthew, Edward and Benjamin, their partners and 

four granddaughters. “ from AARAP 

“In 1993 during one of Woody’s flights to Frankfurt, 
Germany Kerstin and Woody were introduced to 
each other through a friend.  Woody and various 
flight crews became regular visitors at the German’s 
famous joints. October 1995 Kerstin visited Australia 
for the first time. After a few more visits to Australia 
they decided to move in together. Not an easy task 
when you live 16.000km apart.  Kerstin gave up her 
job, packed her belongings and said goodbye to 
friends and family to be with Woody. Initially they 
lived in Mosman and Seaforth. Not only did they get 
involved in the rescuing and rehabilitating of 
Australian wildlife but also became “bikies”, riding 
motorbikes all over the Australian country side or 
abroad during Woody’s layovers.  

A tree change took place in 2006 with the couple 
moving to Robertson, a run down property with the 
view to bring it back to shine. The renovations 
commenced in 2009 but was brought to a hold due 
to various serious health issues by Woody and 
Kerstin. Disappointingly and due to health reason 
Woody was required to retire from flying commercial 
aeroplanes in 2012.   

2010 Woody and Kerstin got married after a long 
engagement. The marriage took place in Hahndorf, 
South Australia.  

Woody and Kerstin took a breather but got quickly 
further involved in the Wildlife sector, with Woody 
holding various positions on the NSW Wildlife 
Council and within Wildlife Rescue South Coast. 
The caring for orphaned wildlife proofed to be a full 
time job (day and night).  Woody was well known 
and very treasured by everyone he met along the 
way incl. the staff at the Office of Environment and 
Heritage (former National Parks) and the 
Wingecarribee Shire Council, many other wildlife 
sanctuaries and fellow carers.  In what little spare 
time they had, he swung onto his motorbike and 
cruised around the country side, either alone, with 
Kerstin or other biker’s friends.  

Woody was very proud of the wildlife sanctuary they 
established over the last 14 years and the 
community service they provided. His next project 
was to get involved in establishing a Wildlife 
Hospital in the Southern Highlands.  

Kerstin and others involved will try to ensure that his 
wish will be followed through.  

Woody was a loving, caring, mischievous mate to so 
many people and family. The love for Woody will 
continue and he will stay in all the hearts he 
touched. “ From Kerstin’s eulogy. 
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Being Scared Being 
Prepared 
By Michael D Breen 
 
We are very lucky here in Robertson. Even with a 
turned upside down COVID 19 world. We are still a 
fortunate mob. Our locals have been considerate 
enough to wash hands, keep a distance and keep an 
eye out for one another, manage the butchery, 
groceries, pharmacy, post office, doctors, garage, 
shopping for others etc. It could have been, and still 
could be, different. We are not totally out of the woods 
yet. It would be tragic to lose all we have gained and 
sacrificed and then to lose it by a bit of slackness, 
selfishness or impatience. 
 
So what do we in Robertson learn from the horror the 
world is still experiencing so as to make life better? 
Which groups have survived best? Which worst? How 
will the most needy such as the frail elderly be catered 
for?  While politicians are telling us we must ‘snap 
back’ many wiser folk are pointing out that what we 
had before COVID was not working for the good of all. 
Now, though, we have the chance to improve things 
for all as we rebuild. There is a chance to make 
improvements which have been postponed endlessly. 
 
Two matters are worth considering. One is that we are 
a society a cluster of communities; secondly we are an 
economy. When the chips are down it is better to 
spend than let a lot of people die. Governments need 
to balance between promoting health while managing 
the sharing of resources. 
 
Lots of people have had enormous pain; losing jobs, 
freedom to move about, teaching children at home, 
struggling to put food on the table and pay bills, being 
separate from loved ones. The restrictions, for those 
who can remember, have been like a dose of castor 
oil. Unpleasant but necessary for getting well. Well, 

that is what we were told. Social health and mental 
health have been given more of the attention they 
deserve. The attitude of .’I’m O.K. bugger you, Jack.’ 
Would never have got Australia the success managing 
COVID 19 that is the envy of the world. Many links 
between families have been strained. Some by too 
much distance. Some by too much closeness with 
cabin fever.  
 
The second standout observation from this crisis is 
that there are winners and losers in Australia. We are 
not as good as we could be at giving everyone a fair 
go. In the Boston university, where I was in the 
seventies, there were always couples walking up and 
down the main drive.  One had a white stick and a 
blindfold, the other was a guide. Students who were 
going to teach the blind were being given a taste of 
what it was to be blind. They needed to know what 
blind was like from the inside; not from reading a book 
or going to a lecture. We have been experiencing 
isolation. 
 
Not everyone had the same experience of isolation. 
But most got a taste of what isolation means from the 
inside. Older folk experience this more than most. 
When their friends and relatives die. When they 
cannot drive or have difficulty walking. When they are 
separated from years of contact, hugs and stories.  
 
Mother Theresa is quoted as saying that ‘loneliness is 
the greatest suffering.’ So as Robertson is 
reconfigures let’s make sure people are not isolated.  
Older people need to be able to walk to the shops, the 
doctor, the chemist, and for a beer or a coffee. They 
need to have people to say ‘Hello’ to on their way. 
They need suitable housing where they do not have 
the burden of larger houses and land to care for. This 
year’s terrible suffering from bushfires and COVID 19 
shows us how vital it is to be prepared. Thinking 
ahead beats being burned, endangering others’ lives, 
or dying of COVID 19 virus. 
 

Changes to advertising requirements for 
Council 
Following the introduction of a series of regulatory changes recently introduced by the NSW Government, 
Wingecarribee Council will no longer advertise Council notices in local newspapers. 
 
The regulatory changes come in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and are designed to enable councils 
to continue to notify residents of issues of community interest as well as matters required by legislation. 
Council notices including planning matters and development applications, documents for public exhibition, 
community events and notifications of Council Meetings will instead be published online through their 
website at www.wsc.nsw.gov.au/council/advertisements. 
 
They are now distributing alerts to advise people that their weekly advertising page has been placed on 

the website and offering a range of interesting newsletters.  Learn more and subscribe at 

www.wsc.nsw.gov.au/newsletters  

http://emails.engagementhq.com/ls/click?upn=9vcdD193qA8wVAWAMcxkDdDZOwlcnYLfcuOolZejB75Pq1u96-2FF-2FAxml4fygxVo-2BCQ6DM6G0nAbkPOt-2B7TcegMc-2B-2FgmCIOhcTfki-2FJzd3FN3pLaApQlCMeuCQCi9rFRT8118QboqECV5pVsEK-2BQVLIaMMsUIqXG8NkECm2KsA6Y7IV51xMWMeiB4qhXq0duOgLc0ez8
http://emails.engagementhq.com/ls/click?upn=9vcdD193qA8wVAWAMcxkDdDZOwlcnYLfcuOolZejB74hbWyuc4Q94rv-2Fv0WOkg9RVj82vu-2Fk2Nfbj3-2BNm7KCfvrNt5lIR2-2FxQj-2Fj-2BSbeuTn4x7v9xRiF0GBJiQRLff4-2FzIjqWQ9dTrG-2B-2BCX-2F6d0Al40b9ERT9OUPo-2FnRZvOxTll2p-2BL1L9wQt4aAgslEJMq
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Let’s Talk About 
Fear 

By Graham Thomas, Minister, Robertson/Burrawang 
Anglican Church 

As a keen surfer, fear is something I sometimes 
have to deal with. There's the fear of wiping out and 
ending up on the rocks, there's the fear of being 
held under for too long, and of course there's the 
fear of sharks! Although, just last week, while 
surfing down at Werri beach, I was joined by a 
number of dolphins, who are much better in the 
water than me (!) and got very very close, let me 
just say, they're still a big fish and little scary! 

Over the past few months there's a lot of fear in our 
world due to COVID-19. There's no doubt people 
are scared of getting sick, but being honest with 
ourselves, the truth is, we fear death, our own 
mortality. This virus reminds us that our lives will 
one day come to an end. 

OK, heavy topic, right? But as the expression goes, 
it's one of life's two great certainties… the other 
being taxes, so we shouldn't avoid talking about. 
Having said that, let's think about fear for a 
moment, and we'll leave the death discussion for 
another day! One of the most radical things about 
following Jesus is the concept of trusting God, that 
is, we trust him with our fears. Now, we don't trust 
him for no reason, he's proved he is worthy of our 
trust by the gift of his Son (his life, death and 
resurrection) but by trusting God we're saying 'he's 
got this.' I love this simple verse from 1 Peter. 

7 Cast all your anxiety on him because he 
cares for you (1 Peter 5:7). 
 
The other radical thing about this, when it comes 
to following Jesus, is how God asks us to respond. 
He asks us to respond to this assurance by loving 
others. Not by being reckless or saying 'me first,' 
simply by loving others. Who would have thought 
that trusting God with our fears leads to loving 
others? But that's the teaching of Jesus. 
 

If you'd like to talk to someone about this or think a 
bit more about what God says to us in these 
strange times, then contact the church office and 
we'd love to chat to you or tune in to our Sunday 
services online, details below. 
 
All church services are presently cancelled at both 
Robertson and Burrawang Anglican Churches. You 
can receive the service outline, which includes 
prayers, videos of the bible talk and kids talk, plus 
some songs, via email or our Facebook Page. 
robertsonanglican.org.au 4885 1210 (office) 
Email office@robertsonanglican.org.au or go to 
https://www.facebook.com/robertsonanglican/ 

Swimming Pool 
Project Shelved 
By Don Ferguson, President, RADSPA 

The plans for the development of an Aquatic Centre 
are shelved due to the lack of available finance to 
complete the rebuild. Since the collapse  on 18 May 
2018 we have all witnessed  grant and funding 
diversion to serious and more deserving 
emergencies by both Commonwealth and State 
governments. Our advisors believe it will be long 
term planning before funding opens for non 
essential community facilities. 

RADSPA have continued to pursue two claims 
before our insurance companies and the lawyers 
representing the engineering company who 
designed and project managed the construction. 
We were close to receiving offers of settlement 
before the lock down. Insurance claims if 
reasonably settled will not supply sufficient cash to 
rebuild. The cost of completing the Centre would be 
in excess of $2 M. 

The building assets completed to date can be used 
to develop an essential community asset with 
support of the community and grants from 
government sources. More will be known when 
activities are restored and Insurance claims are 
settled. Further info call Don 0419 445 413. 

 

http://robertsonanglican.org.au
mailto:office@robertsonanglican.org.au
https://www.facebook.com/robertsonanglican/
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Signs of the Times!  
The businesses of Robertson stepped up to keep us all safe—here are some of the 

ways they reminded us about our social distancing and hand sanitising 

responsibilities.  Can you identify them all?  Photos—J Kena 
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Simple Pleasures 
Appreciated After 
Iso-Time 
By Naomi Janzen  
As restrictions are eased, I reflect on what changed 
for me over the past couple of months, what didn't 
change, and how I might incorporate the best 
aspects of the former into my new normal from this 
point on. 

Lucky to be someone who already worked from 
home, seeing clients via Zoom, in some ways it has 
been business as usual - except that I had to cancel 
a couple of training workshops - one in Mittagong 

(well, postponing) and one in Dublin that I was really 
looking forward to. That was going to be a big three 
months away visiting friends in Dublin, Berlin and 
Palermo while over there. Instead, I've been having 
video chats with them all and am feeling so grateful 
to be here not only in Australia but in the best part of 
Australia, where life is still comfortable in spite it all. 
Not like my overseas friends who have to carry 
papers with them declaring the reason for being 
outside of their apartments! 

 I have been trying to do my part to keep the local 
businesses afloat, ordering takeaway instead of 
cooking when I can. Keeping it local as much as 
possible has meant also ramping up the morning 
walks to keep from gaining too many Covid-Kilos. 

 Since I live alone, I had to make a bit of extra effort 
to be social online, when I was used to using online 
video for business, mainly. For that reason, I had my 
laptop set up on my dining room table for 
socialising. My iso pals and I discovered the 
surprisingly good fun of dressing up for dinners with 
each other - loving the chance to put on the 
gorgeous but uncomfortable shoes when they only 
have to make it from the closet to the computer. I 
felt a bit silly the first time I bothered to dress up for 
a computer date (with five women friends I was 
supposed to be on a yearly retreat in May with) but it 
really lifted our spirits to see everyone making the 
effort. It quickly became the norm. Of course, I have 
no desire to do that for my office desktop. That 
would REALLY feel silly. So, my clients get to see 
me looking businesslike enough...and I've got my 
Uggs on under the desk. 

 Now that things have eased, I've had a couple of 
times getting together with first two others, then four 
others in person, and it was joyful. I hope I don't go 
back to taking these simple pleasures for granted.  

Keeping an eye on the news and hoping we don't 
see too much of a spike as we transition back to 
whatever normal awaits. Fingers crossed. No matter 
what, though, Robertson is the place to ride out 
anything, I reckon. 

A Candlelight Supper with Friends—COVID style  Photo—

Naomi Janzen 
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 Temporary Men’s 
Shed Set Up and 
Ready for Action 
By John Kennis, RMSI President 

The RMSI have now a temporary shed set up in 
the garage behind the scout hall. We have our 
machines that we purchased using the grant 
funds from the Australian government, thanks to 
Stephen Jones, set up and ready for action. Our 
members including the ladies of the women’s 
shed are all doing some training on the 
machinery.     The setup will enable all members 
to use the machinery to build their own projects or 
assist with community projects. We 
are  fundraising by carrying out small projects for 
Pizzas in the Mist, the Rural Fire brigade, the 
Bowling Club and community members. On our 
women’s training day recently, the ladies learnt 
safety with the use of a linisher, thicknesser, 
bandsaw and compound drop saw. They were 
truly excited at the prospect of doing projects for 
themselves and what the future holds for the men 
and women’s shed.  

Anyone interested in attending can come and 
meet us on any Tuesday and we will also be 
trying to get Thursdays up and running as well. 
We meet from 9am till 3pm. Come along and see 
what you can achieve.  

Call us on 0455911980  to make an enquiry.  

Gloog-
Gloog 
the  
Magpie—
a great 
listener! 
By Karon Sacks 

 

As many people 
would know, I have an 
incredible love for 
animals big and small. 

For about the last two 
years myself and CTC Manager Karen Mewes have 
developed a bond with a beautiful Magpie (Gloog-
Gloog). He is very sweet and responds to both of us 
very well. 

Twice a week we do feed him and he eats out of our 
hands. It must seem a bit crazy as I tend to talk to him 
as well. We have very good counselling sessions 
weekly about life .. I’m sure all our beautiful people 
that attend CTC do have a chuckle at observing our 
interaction, but all I can say is its great therapy!  This 
incredible love affair has inspired me to draw ‘Gloog 
Gloog’ The 
Magpie.   

I’m sure there 
would be many of 
us about that adore 
animals of all kinds 
and will relate to 
the above!  

In times now as 
Covid 19 has 
descended into our 
lives, we I’m sure 
have been able to 
focus on animals a 
little more. 

Keep safe and 
hope to see you all 
soon at CTC! 

Gloog-Gloog visiting  the CTC—photo 

supplied 

Karon Sacks drawing of Gloog-Gloog  
Photo supplied 

Ange and Kaz getting some lessons on the tools at 

the Men’s Shed photo supplied 

STOP PRESS—Have you heard that much loved and valued 

Robertson community member Pi-Wei Lim is leaving town? 

Find out more on her Facebook page.  She will be greatly 

missed! 
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Robertson 
Community 
Technology Centre    
by Karen Mewes CTC@Robertson Manager 

We were very sad to hear of the passing of Helen 
Mclaughlin, Robertson resident and long term 
customer of the CTC.  Our thoughts are with her 
family, she will be greatly missed by all who knew 
her.  

Like many businesses the CTC has had to 
temporarily close its doors to the public during the 
Coronavirus crisis. However it is not all doom and 
gloom.  We are still handling some enquiries for 
remote support, mainly short calls to assist with 
setting up Skype, Zoom or FaceTime or 
downloading the CovidSafe app.  Most can be 
solved with a phone call, in some cases we log on 
remotely to the persons computer to check settings 
and show them what they need to do. If you need 
assistance call the CTC number and we will get 
back to you during our normal hours (Thurs—Fri 
10am-4pm, Sat 10am –1pm).  No charge for calls 
under 15minutes.  $20 per half hour seniors or 
concession, $25 per half hour otherwise. 

We are also still able to do print and copy jobs but 
call us first for quote and to organize drop off and 
collection times. 

Our big news though is that thanks to State 
Government grant money we are getting some 
much needed renovations done.  When the CTC re 
reopens we will should have a new kitchen, new 
flooring and fresh paint.  Which is very exciting, it 
would have been difficult trying to get this work done 
whilst open so we are making good use of the 
closure.  With thanks to our wonderful volunteers 
who have cleared out the old kitchen, committee 
members for many hours spent on design input and 
to the Robertson Men’s shed for their assistance 
with some of the work  

We are also working with several groups of students 
from Wollongong University on a branding project.  
This is an essential part of their course and both 
interesting and useful for us to see what ideas they 
come up with. Meetings with them and between 
ourselves are being conducted via Zoom, which has 
suddenly become the new way of working.  Not had 
too many unplanned interruptions yet though my cat 
did think she should be the centre of attention 
during one meeting. 

We hope it won’t be too long before we can open 
again but the most important thing is to make sure 
everyone stays safe and well. Do support the local 
businesses that are still open, this is an especially 
difficult time for everyone but together we will get 
through it. 

Call us for remote assistance with computer, 
mobile phone or tablets OR for printing, 
copying, laminating, binding.   

Follow the CTC on Facebook for updated 
information on opening dates, times and for when 
classes and other events will resume. 

www.facebook.com/CTCRobertson 
 
58-60 Hoddle Street, Robertson 
Phone: 4885 2665   

Email: info@robertsonctc.org.au 
Website: www.robertsonctc.org.au  

 

Hazards of working from home! 

Meeting via Zoom 

https://www.facebook.com/CTCRobertson/
mailto:info@robertsonctc.org.au?subject=Enquiry
https://www.robertsonctc.org.au/
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Legends at 
Robertson Post 
Office 
The Australia Post Australian Legends Award 
is presented annually to honour individuals 
have made a significant contribution to the 
Australian way of life and to shaping society 
for the better. Who better to lay claim to this 
accolade than those whose career has been 
dedicated to making us laugh! 

The 2020 Australian Legends are award-winning 
superstars of comedy who have entertained and 
delighted audiences for decades. Each has also 
made a significant contribution to the community 
more broadly through advocacy and charity 
work.   

The Australian Legends of Comedy 2020 stamp 
issue was released on 15 April 2020, in 
recognition of  comedians Adam Hills, Magda 
Szubanski, Garry McDonald and Robertson’s 
very own local legend Noeline Brown! 

So call in and see Mel at Robertson Post Office 
and pick up a special pack of these stamps while 
they last.    

You can find out more about all the Legends at 
https://australiapostcollectables.com.au/articles/
meet-the-australian-legends-of-comedy 

 

 

 

Australian Legend of Comedy , Noeline Brown with Mel at Robertson Post Office. Photo 

supplied 

More of the stunning 

waratahs that can be seen at  

Robertson Heritage Railway 

Station in the spring photos supplied 

https://australiapostcollectables.com.au/articles/meet-the-australian-legends-of-comedy
https://australiapostcollectables.com.au/articles/meet-the-australian-legends-of-comedy

